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Abstract- Nowadays, the sizes of photograph collections are
increasing dramatically and accomplishing petabytes of
records. Such big volumes cannot be analyzed on personal pc
within a reasonable time. Therefore, processing of present day
picture collections calls for dispensed computing. This paper
offers a MapReduce Image Processing framework (MIPr),
which affords the ability to apply allotted computing for
photograph processing. MIPr is primarily based on
MapReduce and its open supply implementation Apache
Hadoop. MIPr offers diverse kinds of image representations in
Hadoop inner layout and the input/output equipment for
integration of photograph processing into Hadoop facts
workflow. The picture codecs in the MIPr framework are
based totally at the famous photo processing libraries.
Furthermore, the MIPr includes the excessive-stage Image
processing API for builders who are not familiar with Hadoop.
This API lets in to create sequential capabilities that process
one picture or a set of associated photographs. The MIPr
framework applies such functions to the huge quantity of
photographs in parallel. In addition, MIPr consists of
MapReduce implementations of popular photograph
processing algorithms, which may be used for dispensed
picture processing with none software program development.
The MIPr framework notably simplifies picture processing in
Hadoop allotted environment.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
HIPI is an photo processing library designed to be used with
the Apache HadoopMapReduce parallel programming
framework. HIPI allows efficient and high-throughput image
processing with MapReduce fashion parallel programs usually
achieved on a cluster. It provides a solution for the way to
keep a large series of photos on the Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS) and make them available for efficient
distributed processing. HIPI also presents integration with
OpenCV, a popular open-source library that carries many
computer vision algorithms (see covar example software to
research extra about this integration). HIPI is evolved and

maintained by using a growing number of builders from
around the sector.

Fig.1: System Design
This diagram shows the organization of a typical
MapReduce/HIPI program:
The number one input object to a HIPI software is a
HipiImageBundle (HIB). A HIB is a set of images represented
as a single document on the HDFS. The HIPI distribution
consists of several beneficial tools for creating HIBs, inclusive
of a MapReduce software that builds a HIB from a listing of
pics downloaded from the Internet. The first processing stage
of a HIPI application is a culling step that allows filtering the
photographs in a HIB primarily based on a ramification of
person-defined conditions like spatial resolution or criteria
related to the photo metadata. This functionality is carried out
via the Culler class. Images which can be culled are in no way
completely decoded, saving processing time. The pics that
continue to exist the culling degree are assigned to person map
duties in a manner that tries to maximize facts locality, a
cornerstone of the HadoopMapReduce programming model.
This functionality is accomplished thru the HibInput Format
elegance. Finally, character photos are offered to the Mapper
as objects derived from the HipiImage summary base class
along side an associated HipiImage Header object. For
example, the Byte Image and Float Image training make
bigger the HipiImage base elegance and provide get admission
to to the underlying raster grid of picture pixel values as
arrays of Java bytes and floats, respectively. These lessons
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offer a number of beneficial functions like cropping, color
space conversion, and scaling. HIPI additionally consists of
assist for OpenCV, a popular open-source pc vision library.
Specifically, image classes that extend from Raster Image
(such as Byte Image and Float Image, discussed above) can be
converted to OpenCV Java Mat items the usage of workouts
within the OpenCVUtils class. The OpenCVMatWritable
elegance affords a wrapper around the OpenCV Java Mat
class that can be used as a key or value object in MapReduce
programs. See the covar example software for more
designated facts about a way to use HIPI with OpenCV. The
records emitted by using the Mapper are accrued and
transmitted to the Reducer according to the integrated
MapReduceshuffle algorithm that attemps to reduce
community visitors. Finally, the person-described reduce tasks
are done in parallel and their output is aggregated and written
to the HDFS.

Algorithm
Convolution at a single pixel

Convolution of an image ignoring the borders

II.
IMPLEMENTATION
To demonstrate how the hadoopmapreduce framework canbe
extended to work with image data for distributed
imageprocessing.
Distributed Image Processing Problem Statement
Easy to apprehend and implement, and at the same time, it is
computationally high priced. Have the belongings that the
new value to be calculated for a pixel depends not only on that
pixel's unique fee but also at the values of surrounding pixels.
An image may be considered as made of a dimensional array
of pixels. We can partition the photograph records into subsets
and function on the information in parallel with the aid of
distributing subsets to extraordinary map duties.

III.

IMPLEMENTATION

Fig.3: implementation
Fig.2: Distributed Sobel Edge Detection algorithm
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Serialization
How to serialize a BufferedImage the usage of Hadoop's
serialization framework?
1. Serialize RGB color facts Drawback: Color conversion
takes region if the default version does not in shape the
photograph ColorModel.
2. Serialize raw pixel facts as a byte array Drawback: Requires
conditional code based on image type.
Three. Serialize in a favored photograph layout using ImageIO
Advantages:
1) Do now not need to deal immediately with underlying pixel
information representation.
2) Intermediate photo codecs may be specified using custom
properties.
3) Default PNG format used gives lossless zip compression.
Output Format
Responsible for,
1. Writing output for the process to the report machine
(getRecordWriter)
2. Checking for validity of output specification of activity
(checkOutputSpecs)
Record Writer
A Record Writer is used to write the output key-price pairs to
an output document.
Image Output Format
Image Output Format is designed much like the Multiple
Output Format summary class, which lets in you to put in
writing facts to more than one files whose names are derived
from the output keys and values.
Image Output Format affords a Record Writer implementation
for writing the picture to the file system.
Key: image course, based on which the output document call
is generated.
Value: photograph and its metadata, written to record system
using Image IO in the desired output layout.

IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig.5: Input image-1

Fig.6: Out Put Image-1

Fig.7: Input image-2

Fig.4: Map and Reduce function
The map characteristic is an implementation of the Sobel facet
detection algorithm applied to the input sub picture. The
lessen function uses the metadata associated with each picture
split to combine them into the very last processed output
image.

Fig.8: Out Put Image-2
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V.
CONCLUSION
This paper has defined our Hadoop Image Processing
Framework for implementing big scale image processing
packages. The framework is designed to abstract the technical
details of Hadoop’s powerful MapReduce device and provide
an smooth mechanism for users to method huge image
datasets. We provide software program equipment for storing
pix in the numerous Hadoop record formats and efficaciously
gaining access to the Map Reduce pipeline. By supplying
interoperability between unique image facts kinds we allow
the person to leverage many distinctive open-source image
processing libraries. Finally, we provide the method to hold
photograph headers in the course of photo manipulation
manner, retaining useful and precious information for photo
processing and vision packages. With those features, the
framework affords a brand new degree of transparency and
ease for developing huge-scale picture processing packages on
pinnacle of Hadoop’sMapReduce framework. We display the
energy and effectiveness of the framework in terms of
performance enhancement and complexity discount. The
Hadoop Image Processing Framework must significantly
make bigger the population of software program builders and
researchers easily able to create large-scale photograph
processing programs.
VI.
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